4700LX
4700LX SUGAR CANE LOADER
220 HP (164KW) / 225 HP (168KW)
ENGINE
- John Deere 6068 HF 225HP (168KW) @ 2,400 RPM, 619 FT-LB (839 NM) @ 1,400 RPM, mechanical engine with inline pump
- Mechanical fuel injection system
- Severe dust, dry, dual stage air cleaner with service indicator and pre-cleaner
- Fuel/water separator with secondary fuel filter
- Large tropical radiator and oil coolers mounted on rubber isolators, 8 fins/inch spacing and swing out to ease cleaning
- Reversing cooling fan to clean coolers and screens
- 135-gal (510-liter) steel fuel tank with lockable cap and 12-inch clean out door
- Deck with handrails around entire engine, pumps, filters, coolers, and service area

Optional:
- Cummins QSB6.7, US EPA Tier III, EU Stage III 220HP (164KW) @2,200 RPM and 700 FT-LB (949 NM) @1,500 RPM

TIRES
- **Standard:**
  - 24.5X32, R1 12-ply front and 18.4X26, R1 12-ply rear (optional R2)
- **Optional:**
  - 30.5X32, R1 14 ply front and 23.1X26, R1 12 ply rear (optional R2)

** Standard:**
- 3.0 Meter track spacing

Optional:
- Axle spacers to move tracks to 3.3, 3.5, or 3.6 meters can be ordered to fit any new or existing unit

CANE HANDLING
- Oversized, standardized, pins and bushings at cylinder and pivot points
- 180-degree boom swing right and left, cushioned at both extremes
- Front mounted piler bar with 2.5in (63.50mm) adjustable mounting positions for tines
- Push piler

Optional:
- 10-chain piler

GROUND DRIVE
- (2) Heavy duty variable displacement Hydrostatic pumps and (4) two-speed heavy duty hydrostatic motors for wheel drives
- Rigid front and rear oscillating steering axle with heavy duty planetary final drives
- Spring applied hydraulic release parking brakes
- Infinitely variable operating speeds in forward and reverse
- All four wheels are powered full time
- Low speed range; 0 - 8.7 MPH/ 0 - 14 KPH
- High speed range; 0-18.6 MPH/ 0-30 KPH
- Independent 38gal tank and cooler

** ELECTRICAL **
- (2) 12-Volt DC, 925 CCA, Group 31XHE heavy duty commercial batteries
- 12– Volt DC, 160-AMP alternator
- (4) LED headlights
- (2) LED work lights in the rear, 2 per side, and one on boom
- One service deck light
- Turn signal and warning lights front and rear mounted on extendable arms

OPERATOR’S STATION
- AC cab with AM/FM stereo
- Fully adjustable suspension seat with armrests
- Adjustable tilt steering column
- Joystick controls for boom and grab
- Foot pedal control for ground drive
- Windshield wipers (front and sides) and mirrors

Optional:
- Air suspension seat

GAME Equipment reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Some photos may contain optional equipment.
GAME tractors are designed and manufactured from the ground up for the most demanding conditions the world has to offer. Heavy-duty industrial frames, belly pans, drivelines, powertrain components, and hitches are standard.

Large 1 Ton grab capacity increases efficiency.

Elevated cat walk with all around access to engine and cooling package components. Removable panels allow for easy access for maintenance.

Easy to use with lots of pushing power due to high HP hydrostatic drive train.

Plenty of room in cab for comfort and to limit fatigue.

Long reach boom to pack the cane deep down into the cart and load in 1.8 meter rows.
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